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Jenny Ayre Captains Winning Team:
Iowa Coeds Win Newsletter Scavenger Hunt
(New York) The Iowa Gal Pals, captained by Jenny Ayre,
won the 2007 Mom’s Newsletter Scavenger Hunt, narrowly
beating out the Rice County Thunderbirds and the North
Metro All Stars. Each team, armed with only a large thermos
of coffee and a common list to acts to complete or property to
acquire, criss-crossed the country to win the prestigious prize.
After completing the rest of the list, Jenny Ayre with her Iowa
teammates, Sarah Barnett and Maggie Sears, hopped on a
plane to Miami and drove to the nearest golf course to
acquire the last item: a picture of any teammate rubbing OJ
Simpson’s head right after he was released on bail (see
photo at the right).
“I was worried when the Rice County Thunderbirds found the
only known copy of the Jane Sears Cookbook,” said the
vivacious and energetic college senior. “That was a tough one
to lose but we fought back when we found the Liz McGrory
Jazzercise™ video and the Joanie Miller Boysen Chatty
Cathy’s Doll Collection.”
The three top teams had separated quickly from other groups
by the use of an effective combination of wisdom, luck and
pluck. They easily found the trick questions and moved past
them to save time. “Some of the items on the list were very
obvious fakes,” said North Metro All-Star captain Ellen
McKee. “We all knew that ‘pictures of all Tom Teske’s
contented prom dates’ was a myth; just like Dave Noll’s black
book. We are sad to get the silver but have to give props to
the Iowa Gals for doing such a great job with OJ… but we’ll
see them next year.”

Rice County Jottings…
Little Billy Miller Still Fooling Women
• Little Billy Miller continues to confound
experts by actually having an actual social
life. “I want to state for the record,” said Little
BM, “that a vast majority of my dates, well
over eighty percent, are not interested in my
ability to grant them citizenship.”
• Cindi Ramm opened a Mom’s Newsletter
office in Louisville. “Now as a resident of
Kentucky, I have learned three things: dogs
love cheese, I love gravy and my hillbilly
neighbors can’t enough information about
Mom’s Newsletter.”
• Gary Gilbertson has admitted to using his
AARP discount card. “I kept thinking I was
too young but I got a good look at Don
Smith and decided I was just kidding myself.
And when the wives go to the casino, Don
and I have an early dinner at a restaurant
where we can get our steaks cut for us.”
• Grandmother Lorrie Beyl has contacted
the MNL news staff to complain about her
picture in the last edition. “People have been
pointing out a striking resemblance to the
Queen. However, we are not amused.”
• The area surrounding the Lake Harriet and
Lake Calhoun neighborhoods was recently
named the “Neighborhood with the Most
Hippest and Best-Looking Gals in the Entire
World” by Mini-Database Magazine based
out of Eagan, Minnesota. Congratulations!

Rest in Peace
Bailey Boysen (2005-2007)
Lily Ayre (1994-2007)

